Introduction. Let Q be a domain with a bounded boundary I' of T(,''.
We consider the mixed problems for the hyperbolic system of equations 0 -is the conormal derivative of a (x, D) at the boundary I' and P (x) E C 00 (I') .
on
Furthermore we assume that after applying (any) coordinate transformation (UnQ,UnI')->(Rn={yER,n;yn>O}, R"-1 ={yERn;y,,=O}) such that on the boundary the conormal direction of a(x, D) is changed into the normal direction, the coefficients of the principal part of (1) containing odd power of _ _j_ -are zero on the boundary _J(!"-1 • oy,, .
In the present paper we will extend the theory of Calder6n-Zygmund's singular integral operator to that with boundary conditions and as one of its application we will prove that the above mixed problems are solved by means of the method of semi group analogous to the cases of second order. In § 2. 1 we construct the theory of the singular integral operators with boundary conditions on R~-and next we extend it to one on the domain Q with bounded boundary in § 2. 2. Here we avoid to use the principle of reflection as we can as possible, because it will be expected that the theory of our singular integral operators is extended to that with respect to elliptic operators of higher order. Finally we show the Energy inequality and the existence of resolvent in § 3.
Concerning the mixed problems it seems to us that J. Leray asked what ones for hyperbolic systems of equations of higher order of Petrowski-LerayGarding were well-posed ( [11] , the third part, Introduction). Later extending Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem to mixed problem G. F. D. Duff [7] treated the mixed problems for the case of single equation and a= A in the quarter space (see also S. Mizohata [13] and S. Miyatake [12] ). With the progress of researches of boundary value problems for elliptic equations, applying them to the mixed problems for hyperbolic equations has been considered. In particular S. Agmon [l] showed that the certain mixed problems where the coefficients of the differential operators are constant and the domain is quadrant were well-posed. On the other hand the mixed problems for systems of first order have been developed by Friedrichs-Lax-Phillips, Agranovic and so on. However, it seems to us to be confronted with a large difficulty in the process to reduce the operators of higher order to the system of first order theoretically.
Furthermore concerning the difficulty of the mixed problems A. A. Dezin [6] pointed out from the general viewpoint of partial differential equations (see also [9] ).
For the simplicity of the description we assume that the coefficients of the operators are sufficiently smooth and bounded with their derivatives m R" and the boundary I' is also sufficiently smooth. be concerned with only single equations (see Remarks we write (1) as Furthermore we will in § 3). In this case This article is the extension and details of our prev10us papers [3] and [18] . Finally we note that the necessity for the condition about coefficients of equations mentioned above is obtained by [19] . § 2. Singular integral operators with boundary conditions z. 1. Singular integral operators with boundary conditions defined on B~. Let X = {; E /l"; [;/ = l} and let {Yz,m(;)} be a complete orthonormal system in L2(X) such that every ¥ 1 ,,,, (;) be a real polynomial of spherical harmonic of homogeneous order land JiX1,,,,(;)dX =0.
Definition 1. Let E'; be the set of a(x, ~) such that a(x, <;) E C!:'f'(Rn x (R"-{O}) (this means that a(x,~) is defined on RJx(R"-{0}) and all derivatives of a with respect to x and ; such that the order with respect to .r is not higher than four are continuous), a(x, A;)=a(x, ~) for ).>O and for every integer s(;:
here Then for a(x, ;) EE';, we can expand it such that
Moreover, as well known we obtain the following estimates. 
Then we find that uED(/L) if and only if F-u(t) and l~IF-u(t)EL2(/('~). 
On the other hand we see that (4) and regarding that a(x, ~) is an even function with respect to en we see that
where Y/,,,,(;)= ~ (Yz,mW,e,,)+Yz.,,,(f,-;,J) and that it converges uniformly on (.z:, ;) E-R!' x ( R"-{0} ).
Then we see by the characterization mentioned above that every We also find that a( In the following C will be used to denote various constants depending only on n.
To prove Theorem 1 the following Lemmas 2-11 will be needed. Hereafter the proofs of Theorem 1 and Lemmas 2-10 except Lemma 11 will be carried out only the case of A , . In the case of 11 . the proofs are obtained by regarding 11 (.r) in the proofs mentioned below as the odd function. 
Notation. For a(:r)
From our decomposition we see that 
D(
A+l it suffices to prove this lemma for u E C;'(R").
Here we remark that hereafter we may prove following Lemmas fi-11
for u (x)E C;' ( R;' ). Let Rj be the operator from I} ( IC) into itself such that for v(x)El}(R").
From this it follows that
Where -oa is not continuous but bounded, so each of the second term on
O.Tj
the right is bounded in L2-sense. Therefore we may investigate each of the first term on the right. To this end we set
where S, = {xERn; !xi=.::} .
Then we may show the following estimates:
We at first estimate v!(x).
Js, en
The right hand tends to C!a(x) l1wnli1(x) I as c--->-0, where Wn= r dS1
Js,
Finally we estimate v;(x). We decompose it as follows:
From lv
. Hence
Using Hilbert's inequality, we see that
From the above statements, by passing to the limit, we find that
Proof. We define A (D) as follows :
>o for uEL2(1r:.). From this and Lemma 2 it follows
Second term on the right is estimated as follows :
Hence we shall estimate the first term on the right. For -vEL2(R,n), into A 1 (;)+ Ci , it follows that there exists a function f(
Js, 
((a(x)A(D)Rj-A(D)R/a(x))----11
< Cla/4M,, 2(A)llullx,,>O.
OXj xn>O

Therefore
The following Corollary is obtained by the same method used above. ./-1 axn ,xn>O
, a ----aii.
Ii ax" ax,.
Proof. We see that
./-1 .
ait . h dd f --1s t e o uncaxn tion, from which and the theory of ordinary singular integrals it implies
Lemma 8. Let f(x) be as in Lemma 7. Then for u(x)ED(il+)
Proof. From that r;1 (D) 11 . is the odd function it follows
Lemma 9. Let f(x) be as in Lemma 7. Then for u(x)ED(il+l
From Lemma 8 the absolute value of the first term on the right is bounded by CjfJi+allulk>ollvll x,,>o• The rest terms on the right are calculated as follows:
From this it follows
On Jfixecl Problems for Regularly Hyperbolic Systems Proof of (8) . We see that
From this
Hence applying (2) , (4) and Lemma 11 to all the terms, Lemma 8 to the first term and Lemma :1 to the second term on the right we find that
Pro()f of (9) . Using (81, we see that
On i\1ixed Problems for Regularly Hyperbolic Systems
Proof of (10) . We see that
,,(D)f(x)r;(D)-f(x)r;(D) Yz,m (D))A,a1,m(x)
l,m
Hence applying (2), (4) and Lemma 11 to all the terms, Lemma 3 to the first term, Lemma 9 to the second term, Lemma 7 to the third term, Lemma 5 to the fourth term and Lemma 6 to the last term, we find that
Proof of (11) . We see that
T. Shirota and K. ,lsano
l,m P,<l
l,m P,?
Hence applying (2,) (4) and Lemma 11 to all the terms, Lemma 8 to the first term, Lemma 3 to the second term, Lemma 5 to the third term, Lemma 6 to the fourth term, Lemma 8 to the fifth term, Lemma 7 to the sixth term and Lemma 10 to the last term, similarly to the proof of (10) we find that
,(;CM2([¾n] 1)(a).l\12,,(/3)jjui1,,,,>o.
Furthermore we consider the singular integral operators with boundary conditions on H";. for more extended symbol. for uEL2(R'~). 
Singular integral operators with boundary conditions defined on !2.
We at first describe the coordinate transformations, from which we reduce above ones to singular integral operators with boundary conditions on Rn,. axk .
i .
ayn •
Substituting this into (15) setting y,.=0, it follows that
OYn OXz
We now take a partition of unity {\DJ with respect to JJ such that 
Definition 7. Let Ji± be as follows: for uE D(a 1 )
Where if SuppcpinI'=<P, we define Then we shall show that the definitions of a (x, D) and A± are invariant with respect to the choice of Ua satisfying Lemma 13. To this end we may prove the following Lemmas 14 and 15, using theorem 7 in [15] (page 247). The first term on the right is the ordinary singular integral operator a (x, D) Au, and the symbol of the second term on the right may be considered as zero by virtue of Supp u2 c {xE Rn; xn ~ -d}, from which and the theory of the ordinary singular integrals we obtain the desired estimate. q. e. d. 
Lemma 14. For a (x,
!
Proof of Lemma
II T* 0 (92 · a(x, D).1+91U )-(T* 0 \Dz) ( r(y, D,,)A± T* 0 91u)) ]\,1n>o~ C]] iii\ L'(n'c{) ~ C\\ul\,,n>o for u E D(aJ).
By virtue of v = f(x) 1
au I E L2(R!) and from Theorem 2, we obtain
Furthermore we have the following Theorem and Lemmas similarly to Theorems and Lemmas obtained in § 2. 1.
Lemma 16. For sufficiently large l>O
II (A± +l) u [.(O) ~ (o-e)llulltL'(O) +(l-P)21iullho)
for uED(a½), e is an arbitrary small positive number, P depends on e and n, and o is a constant determined by means of the ellipticity of a(x, D).
In the following l is assumed to be a sufficiently large constant satisfing the above inequality and be fixed.
Proof Let uED(a). From the ellipticity of a(x, D)
we see that (17) (ao(x, D)u, uL,<oJ +kllulli•<oJ~ollulli.L'(oJ for some constant k(>O).
To obtain the desired inequality we at first show that
Using the partition of unity described next to Lemma 13 (a0(x, D) u, u)L'<oJ goes over into (19) 
The second term is bounded by ellulli,L'<oJ +c(e)llullhm by means of the interpolation. We will estimate the first term.
We Hence from (19) - (23) we obtain (18) .
A-
We next show that for some k1 > 0 
We estimate the first term on the right. If Supp <phnI'~<p, from Definition .
By virtue of (13) it follows from this
We can estimate above expression when Supp<phnI'=<p similarly to the case when Supp <phnI'~<fa-Furtherrnore A±<ph-<phA± can be extended to be a bounded operator from L2(Q) into itself, which will be proved at the following Theorem 3. Hence we obtained (24) .
Therefore from (17) , (18) and (24) we have I I (3± + i) u 11:.ui)
We take s sufficiently small such that o>s(>O), next take i, P sufficiently large such that P 2 -k-c(s)-Pk1>0 and -t>P. Then
For uED(a!) we obtain the estimate by passing to the limit.
q. e. d.
From Lemma 16 we may define D(a1) as the definition demain of the closed operator A± and denote it by D(ii±).
Lemma 17. Let a(x, ,;) E ITT 0 and u E D(iJ±). Then a(x, D)u, a(x, D)*u E D(A±).
Proof This is shown by virtue of Theorem 2, Definition 5 and Lemma 13.
q. e. d. From Lemmas 14, 15, 17 and Theorem 2 it implies the following theorem by the same consideration used by Seeley (see theorem 2 in (15] (page 26~)). Furthermore we obtain the following lemmas needed for the next section. Lemma 
Let u E D(A±). Then u E D(A;) and
We may assume that Supp <p, n Supp <p j ~ ¢, Supp <p j n Supp (/)" ~ ¢. Then from the above convention we can choose a, h the same index. Hence ( ( ah (y, D)-ah (y h, D) ) A±1,) ( We remark here that in the case where Supp </JhnI'=<p we use the theory of the ordinary singular integrals.
From this and Theorem 2 we find that
We choose e1 so small that 1 ~---<l and also e small such that e~ +e <l,
~-i ~-i
and then ). so large that -Q __ + ei + c +_£(el+ f -< 1. Then (J-( 1-
).-P oJ-e' J.-P J.-P (A± +J.)R)) 1 =((A± +J.)Rt 1 exists and is bounded from L2(Q) into itself. 
From (A±+).)R((A±+J
where
.,(m+B1(u, 9)r,,(1il, 
for large A. q. e. d.
Reductions to the theory of semi group
We may consider P(x)=O on I' in the Neumann case. For, we set _ !~rad sci(x)J ___ P(x)
where P(x) is an extended function of P(x) defined on U(Q) such that P(x)E c=( U(Q)) and P (x) = 0 on Q,, = {xE Q; dist (r, x);;;, s1}, c: 1 is an arbitrary small but a fixed number. We furthermore set
Then we see that (ao(X, e) k+,-Supp 9/1I'~¢, 
L2(Q)).
Next we will show that our assertion holds for the case k supposmg that it holds for the case (k-1). 
we can rewrite (26) as Here we give an equivalent norm in 6'(il+J with the aid of B(x, ~), which will be needed to get the a priori estimate of (27). To this end we state the following Lemmas. here C1 and C2 are independent of U.
Proof 8 is real symmetric and S"})i52E>O, from which it follows that R (x, .;) is also real symmetric and B "}) i53E> 0.
Then by Lemma 28 for UE(D(A ))2'" and for sufficiently small c(>O)
we obtain To estimate the first term on the right of (28) we set P=iE(i)-1 P 1 E(i). Then we find that the symbol of the principal part of B 1P is iE( i)--1 x B(x, f)P1(x, f)E(i) which is anti symmetric, that is, Re (iE(i) 1 B(x, f) x P 1 (x, f)E(i))=O (see [11] 
0, L'(I!)
Moreover for f(t)EC 1 ([0, T]; L2(Q)), we choose /J(t) such that f 1 (t)E C 0 ([0, T]; D(A+))nC1([0, T]; L2(f.J)) and passing to the limit we find the existence of solution u (t). Furthermore using the equation itself we find that As mentioned Remark 2-4, we have various methods for solving our problems. To apply these ones we must treat the perturbation with respect to boundary operators by using the theory of elliptic operators for boundary value problems and gather local solutions. As long as we are concerned with the mixed problems mentioned in Introduction, we can avoid such troublesomeness by considering our singular integral operators. Furthermore by our method our system can be reduced into the first order system written in our singular integral operators, which are as invariant for certain change of variables as formulation of our problems. Moreover we obtain (29) directly by our method.
